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TGW Service Package includes Smart Glasses support
TGW Lifetime Services engineers now use Smart Glasses for faster
troubleshooting and system diagnostics
It's a simple approach with a huge effect, making the diagnostics process more
precise, efficient and effective. And above all: faster. Smart Glasses now
empower TGW’s on-site engineers to solve customer challenges more quickly
than ever before.
TGW's Lifetime Services experts work with to customers during the entire life cycle of
material handling installations, looking for opportunities to optimize customer
operations every day. They not only modernize the systems at the customer sites, but
also modernize their own processes.
"Our on-site engineers are now using a new Augmented Reality tool which vastly
optimizes maintenance activities. They are equipped with Smart Glasses — an
intelligent eyewear — that they use to connect with the remote maintenance teams
and communicate with them directly in real time," explains Christoph Knogler, Director
of Lifetime Services at TGW Logistics Group.
A somewhat different view
The advantages are extensive. First, the Smart Glasses enable TGW's services
engineers to enter a whole new remote maintenance era. "The engineers put on the
glasses and directly connect to the hotline teams. Supported by the back office
experts, they are able to accelerate and simplify the troubleshooting process," Knogler
adds.
The principle is simple: four eyes sometimes see more than two. And if this happens
synchronously, quickly and accurately, the solution can typically be found after only a
few mouse clicks.
Via the on-site engineer’s Smart Glasses, hotline employees get a direct view into the
customer’s site and are able to see (via their computer screen) how to best proceed
during maintenance or troubleshooting work. Further, when connected to TGW’s
computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) service engineers have
access to maintenance-relevant information as needed. They simply have to take a
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brief look at the respective system component to which a QR code is attached for that
purpose.
"This new maintenance approach is not only valuable for our customers who get even
better service, but also helps our service engineers get accurate and timely support,
while at the same time having both hands free to react immediately," Knogler says.
Eyes working as an archive
TGW’s service engineers are excited about using the new tool. James Kidson,
Technical Support Engineer at TGW Limited in England, says: "These glasses
establish the perfect connection between office-based and on-site colleagues. We
increase our efficiency and effectiveness while significantly reducing the response
time. Our colleagues in the office see exactly what we are seeing on-site, and are able
to react promptly. We no longer have to describe what the problem is, what it looks
like and what we have in our hands, nor read error reports to them."
Additionally, the Smart Glasses work as an archive too. "The glasses allow us to
record or reconstruct certain procedures using a library — or reference — function in
case the same problem shows up at a different site. Having one pair of glasses per
site is enough as we are able to react in no time at all," adds Knogler.
The goal is to offer the customers' maintenance personnel the chance to use this new
technology as well as the TGW experts. The direct communication channel also
provides better optimization for the customer contact. Knogler concludes: "The TGW
hotline is an assistant who looks over the on-site engineer’s shoulder — a backup who
not only helps to solve problems, but also uses the technology of the future already
today."
www.tgw-group.com

About TGW Logistics Group:
TGW Logistics Group is a global leading systems provider of highly dynamic,
automated and turnkey logistics solutions. Since 1969 the company has been
implementing different internal logistics solutions, from small material handling
applications to complex logistics centres.
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With about 2,600 employees worldwide by now, the Group implements logistics
solutions for leading companies in various industries. In the business year 2015/16,
the TGW Logistics Group generated sales revenues of $563.5 million (532 million
Euros).
Pictures:
Reprint with reference to TGW Logistics Group GmbH free of charge. Reprint is not
permitted for promotional purposes.
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